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1. Introduction

This document presents the cryptographic solutions developed for the
core process of the OLYMPUS system. This process consists of two
sub-processes, namely (a) authentication of a user based on its pass-
word and (b) issuance of an access token. Due to the distributed na-
ture of the OLYMPUS IdP (referred to as virtual IdP or vIdP), which
consists of several physical IdPs of which none has to be fully trusted,
new cryptographic solutions have to be developed for the OLYMPUS
system. Such solutions are multi-player protocols where entities can
have different roles: they can be a single IdP, they can be a service
provider (SP) who wants to verify whether a user should be granted
access, or they can be users who want to access a service at the SP.
The OLYMPUS system requires the user to interact with a fixed num-
ber of IdPs. We depict the main components as well as the central
authentication and token issuance procedures in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: The core process of the OLYMPUS system.
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1.1 Cryptographic solutions developed within OLYMPUS
The cryptographic solution for the core OLYMPUS system is a protocol
suite for a Distributed Identity Provider (DIP). This protocol suite is run
by several physical IdPs as well as arbitrary users. It contains (at least)
the following two procedures.

• Distributed Password Verification (DPV): the IdPs store login in-
formation for every user who wishes to use the system. After this
initial registration, the user can attempt to log in, which is suc-
cessful if and only if the user knows the correct password. Pass-
word verification is done in a distributed manner, that is, without
participation of all IdPs the task cannot be completed.

• Distributed Token Generation (DTG): the user obtains a person-
alized access token from the IdPs. Generation of the token is
again done in a distributed manner involving all of the IdPs.

A DIP protocol combines DPV and DTG in the following way. Both pro-
cedures are run by the same set of IdPs. A user now obtains output
from the DTG procedure if and only if he first passes the DPV pro-
cedure successfully. Let us now give a bit more details on both the
DPV and the DTG procedures and their instantiations provided in this
document.

Distributed Password Verification In a distributed password ver-
ification (DPV) protocol, a set of n IdPs first jointly register a user by
storing account information. Then, upon each login attempt of the user,
they jointly verify the user’s password against the account information.
Since the DTG procedure depends on the outcome of verification, it is
essential that each IdP as well as the user learn whether the password
was accepted.

In the protocol for DPV which we developed within the OLYMPUS
project, we use a distributed partially-oblivious pseudorandom function
(dpOPRF) as a building block. An oblivious PRF [33] is a cryptographic
protocol that lets the user evaluate a keyed PRF on an input pw with the
help of a set of servers, but without the servers learning pw and without
the user learning the key of the PRF. Such PRF protocols have shown
to be useful for password-based primitives [4, 40, 41]. For our pur-
poses, we design an oblivious PRF which is both distributed (the key
of the PRF is shared among a set of servers) and partially-oblivious
(parts of the input are revealed to the servers). The distribution of the
PRF key allows us to remove the assumption of having one trusted
party. Instead, we only have to assume that at least one of the servers
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is honest. The partially-oblivious property allows us to reveal to the
servers which user attempts to log in. This is necessary to implement
security features such as a server rejecting suspiciously many login
attempts, e.g., more than 3 attempts per 10 seconds.

Our DPV protocol is detailed in Section 3. It requires only 3 message
flows and no interaction among the IdPs.

Distributed Token Generation After successfully passing the pass-
word verification, a user is allowed to obtain a token issued by the DTG
procedure. The DTG procedure requires the IdPs to jointly produce a
token for an access request that is provided by the user. In this doc-
ument, we propose two different DTG instantiations, yielding either a
DIP that is suitable for single sign on (SSO) applications (where no
user-specific attributes need to be authenticated) or a privacy-enabled
credential system.

• DIP for SSO (DIP-SSO). A direct way to obtain a DTG scheme
is to let the IdPs jointly sign the access request. We propose to
use an RSA-based DSIG scheme that does not require any inter-
action among the servers. Further, we show in Section 2.5 that
this scheme is suitable to implement a strongly secure DIP which
protects the user even if all IdPs are temporarily compromised.
(We call this a proactive secure DIP, cf. Section 3.3).

• DIP for credentials (DIP-Cred). As a second variant of a dis-
tributed identity provider, we propose a scheme where users
can obtain a distributively issued credential containing of set of
user attributes. Instantiated with a privacy-preserving creden-
tials scheme (P-ABC) the user can derive unlinkable presentation
tokens from the credential revealing only a subset of these at-
tributes. While this variant is less suitable for SSO, it can be seen
as a password-based distributed version of classical P-ABCs and
will be useful in applications where attribute-based authentication
with strong privacy is required. In this document we propose a
distributed variant for Pointcheval and Sanders signatures [51]
that are currently the most efficient and compact realization of
privacy-enhancing signatures, which are the main building block
in P-ABC systems.

1.2 Related work
Distributed verification of passwords and distributed issuance of ac-
cess token have been well studied in the cryptographic literature. Most
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related to our setting are the works by Camenisch et al. [18] and
Agrawal et al. [1]. The former proposes a distributed password veri-
fication protocol that can be seen as a distributed (DDH-based) OPRF
protocol. The latter shows how to combine such a distributed OPRF
with a DTG scheme to yield a distributed password-based token gen-
eration scheme that the authors termed PASTA.

While the OLYMPUS system is strongly inspired by both works, there
are some crucial differences to our system. First, the aforementioned
schemes do not allow the identity/backend servers that blindly eval-
uate the OPRF to learn whether a password attempt was correct or
not, which significantly limits the capability of the servers to detect and
prevent online guessing attacks. Therefore, our scheme informs ev-
ery server if a login was successful or not. Second, a clear goal of
our OLYMPUS system is to provide proactive security where the dis-
tributed servers can refresh their key shares. As this is significantly
harder for threshold schemes which only require a subset of IdPs to
participate (as in PASTA) we turn our focus to distributed schemes.
For DPV a highly efficient and non-interactive key refresh procedure
was proposed in [18], and we aim to provide similar capabilities for the
overall DIP (-SSO) system.

Client authentication based on passwords is also the goal of password-
authenticated key exchange (PAKE). The threshold version T-PAKE
[47] takes this concept to the distributed setting. While research on
PAKE is related and can be a good source of ideas for the setting
of OLYMPUS, none of the T-PAKE protocols are suitable for our pur-
poses. The reason is that, within OLYMPUS, we do not require server
and client to establish a cryptographic key. Deriving such a key from
a low entropy password is a costly task, and known T-PAKE protocols
are quite inefficient in terms of communication among the client and
the IdPs. For the OLYMPUS system, more efficient solutions case-
tailored to the OLYMPUS goals (distributed token generation instead
of key exchange) are preferable.

Password-protected secret sharing (PPSS) [4] enables a set of servers
to reconstruct a secret that was previously shared among them, con-
ditioned on the client’s password being correct. Such a scheme is not
suitable for the OLYMPUS system since we do not want any of the
servers to reconstruct the password-related data of the client at any
point in the protocol. Nevertheless, our scheme is inspired by this
concept and can be seen as a PPSS scheme where only the client
reconstructs the secret.
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Oblivious PRFs [33] and their threshold variant [40] have become a
widely used building block in password-based cryptography. Most closely
related to OLYMPUS is probably [28]. The authors introduce a verifi-
able partially-oblivious PRF. Our dpOPRF, which is not verifiable but
distributed, is inspired by their construction.

For our DIP-Cred scheme we propose a new protocol for distributed
credential issuance. Recent works have shown how this can be achieved
for pairing-based CL and BBS credentials [53, 34]. We give a dis-
tributed issuance protocol for Pointcheval and Sanders (PS) signatures
[51] that are currently the most efficient construction for such creden-
tial schemes. While the existing schemes of distributed CL and BBS
signatures realize the distributed setting by applying distributed key
generation techniques, we show how PS signatures can be turned into
multi-signatures. This yields a more efficient and flexible key genera-
tion phase, as key shares can be generated independently.

1.3 Future Steps
Towards a full specification of the core OLYMPUS system we will demon-
strate proactive security of all building blocks of the existing solution.
The analysis will be carried out against a strong and realistic adversary
and guarantees will hold regardless of the environment the OLYMPUS
system is running with. The resulting scheme will be considered as
basis for future developments, e.g., a scheme that protects the user
from having it’s login activities tracked at the vIdP.

2. Building Blocks

This section introduces the notations and the building blocks used
throughout this document.

2.1 Notations
Vectors are denoted in bold font. For an integer N ≥ 1, [N ] denotes the
set {1, . . . , N}. For an integer k ≥ 1, given a vector A = (ai)

k
i=1 and a

subset R ⊆ [k], AR denotes the vector ((i, ai))i∈R. We abuse notation
and let a = b mod n to mean that a is the smallest positive integer
for which the congruence a ≡ b mod n holds. We use λ to denote
a computational security parameter and s to be a statistical security
parameter. We assume without loss of generality that λ ≥ s.
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2.2 Pairing Groups
Given a group G with neutral element 1G, G∗ denotes G\{1G}. A pair-
ing group consists of a tuple (p,G, G̃,GT , e) such that p is a prime num-
ber, G, G̃ and GT are p-order groups, and such that e : G × G̃ → GT

is a pairing, i.e., an efficiently computable non-degenerate (e 6= 1GT
)

bilinear map. We say the pairing is type-1, or symmetric, if G = G̃.
Otherwise we say it is asymmetric. If it is asymmetric and there is an
efficiently computable homomorphism between G and G̃ we say it is
type-2. If no such efficiently computable homomorphism exist we say
it is a type-3 pairing.

2.3 Hardness Assumptions
Pointcheval and Sanders introduced a new non-interactive q-type of
assumption that they called the Modified q-Strong Diffie–Hellman (q-
MSDH-1) assumption, and proved that it holds in the generic bilinear
group model [51].

Definition 1 (q-MSDH-1 Assumption). Let G be a type-3 pairing-group
group generator. The q-MSDH-1 assumption over G is that for all λ ∈
N, for all Γ =

(
p,G, G̃,GT , e

)
← G(1λ), given Γ, g ∈R G∗, g̃ ∈R G̃∗,

and two tuples
(
gx

l
, g̃x

l)q
l=0
∈ (G× G̃)q+1 and

(
ga, g̃a, g̃ax

)
∈ G× G̃2 for

x, a ∈R Z∗p, no efficient adversary can, with non-negligible probability,
compute a tuple

(
w,P, h1/x+w, ha/P (x)

)
with h ∈ G∗, P a polynomial in

Zp[X] of degree at most q and w ∈ Zp such that the polynomials X +w
and P are coprime.

2.4 Signatures
A digital signature scheme provides the digital equivalent of a regular
signature. That is, allowing a specific party to authenticate information
in such a way that it can reliably be verified later on. Concretely such
a scheme consists of a public and a private key, such that the private
key can be used to construct a signature on an arbitrary message. This
signature can then later be verified using the corresponding public key.
With this in mind we see that a signature scheme, SIG consists of 4
algorithms:

SIG.Setup(1λ)→ pp: Given a security parameter λ, generating public
parameters, pp, for a specific instance.

SIG.KG(pp)→ (vk , sk): Given the public parameters, pp, generate a
public key, vk , and a private key sk .
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SIG.Sign(sk ,m)→ σ: Given the private key sk and a message m, out-
put a digital signature on this message, σ.

SIG.Vfy(vk ,m, σ)→ {0, 1}: Given a public key vk , a message m and a
combined signature σ, output the bit 1 if the signature is valid and
otherwise output 0.

Of these algorithms, we note that Sign is probabilistic and the rest are
deterministic

In regards to security, for the purpose of OLYMPUS we will say a digital
signature scheme is secure if an adversary given access to the public
key vk and a signing oracle qSign cannot produce a valid signature on
a message of its own choice, which it did not query the signing oracle
with. If a digital signature scheme obeys this requirement we say that
it is Existentially Unforgeable against a Chosen Message Attack (EU-
CMA). We formalize this with the following game:

Game EU-CMAA,SIG(λ):

1. (vk , sk)← SIG.KG(SIG.Setup(1λ))

2. Let Q ← ∅.

3. Let the adversary output (m∗, σ∗)← AqSign(·)(1λ, vk).

4. Output 1 if and only if (1) m∗ /∈ Q; (2) SIG.Vfy(vk ,m∗, σ∗) = 1
and otherwise 0.

Oracle qSign(m):

1. Q := Q∪ {m}.

2. Output σ ← SIG.Sign(sk ,m).

Definition 2 (EU-CMA). A signature scheme SIG is existentially un-
forgeable under an adaptive chosen-message attack (EU-CMA), or
just secure, if for all probabilistic polynomial-time adversaries A, there
is a negligible function negl(·) such that

Pr[EU-CMAA,SIG(λ) = 1] ≤ negl(λ).

We note that digital signature scheme secure under this definition are
aplenty. For example it holds for RSA signatures [8, 39] and (EC)DSA
(under certain strong assumptions) [13].
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2.5 Distributed Signatures
In the most basic sense, a distributed signature scheme is a digital
signature scheme, as defined in Section 2.4 but where shares of the
private signing key are distributed between several parties such that
the parties must collaborate in order to construct a valid signature. For
OLYMPUS we require that all parties who hold shares of the signing
key must collaborate in order to construct a valid signature. We note
that more general cases exist in the literature, under the term threshold
signatures where a certain threshold t out of all the n parties holding
shares, must collaborate to construct a valid signature [12, 31, 2, 25,
46].

On an intuitive level, distributed signatures provide two essential fea-
tures; key protection, as all n servers must now be compromised in
order to break the security of the signing scheme. Second, in case of
malicious servers, it is now required that all of the servers must collab-
oratively be malicious in order to make fake signatures. The downside
to this approach is that we now require the availability of, and connec-
tion to, all of the n servers.

We define a distributed signature scheme by taking our point of depar-
ture in the definition of a standard signature scheme, but generalized
to n parties. In this setting each party produce a partial signature,
all of which can be combined using an extra public and deterministic
combining algorithm.

Thus a n-distributed signature scheme, DSIG consists of the following
5 algorithms:

DSIG.Setup(1λ, n)→ pp: Given a security parameter, λ and an integer
representing the amount of parties in the scheme, generate pub-
lic parameters, pp, for a specific instance.

DSIG.KG(pp)→ (vk , sk 1, . . . , skn): Given the public parameters, pp, gen-
erate a public key, vk , and private key shares sk 1, . . . , skn.

DSIG.Sign(sk i,m)→ σi: Given a private key share sk i with i ∈ [n] and
a message m, output a partial signature share on this message,
σi.

DSIG.Comb(σ1, . . . , σn)→ σ: Given signature shares σ1, . . . , σn, output
the combined signature σ.

DSIG.Vfy(vk ,m, σ)→ {0, 1}: Given a public key pk, a message m and
a combined signature σ, output the bit 1 if the signature is valid
and otherwise output 0.
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Like for a regular signature scheme we note that the algorithms DSIG.KG
and DSIG.Sign are probabilistic, whereas the algorithms DSIG.Setup,
DSIG.Comb and DSIG.Vfy are deterministic.

For correctness it is required that if vk , sk 1, . . . , skn are output from
DSIG.KG(DSIG.Setup(1λ, n)) and σi is output from DSIG.Sign(sk i,m) for
an arbitrary message in {0, 1}∗, then it holds that

Pr[DSIG.Vfy(vk ,m,DSIG.Comb(σ1, . . . , σn)) = 1] ≥ 1− negl(λ).

2.5.1 Standard Security

To define security of a distributed digital signature scheme, DSIG, con-
sider the following game:

Game DSig-ForgeA,DSIG(λ, n):

1. DSIG.KG(DSIG.Setup(1λ, n)) is run to obtain vk , sk 1, . . . , skn.

2. Let I,Q ← ∅.

3. Let the adversary output (m∗, σ)← AqSh,qSIG(·)(1λ, vk).

4. Output 1 if and only if (1) I 6= [n]; (2) DSIG.Vfy(vk ,m∗, σ) = 1;
and (3) m∗ /∈ Q and otherwise 0.

Oracle qSh(J):

1. If J 6⊆ [n] then output ∅. Otherwise set I ← I ∪ J .

2. Output {sk i}i∈J .

Oracle qSIG(vk ,m):

1. For each i ∈ [n] compute σi ← DSIG.Sign(sk i,m).

2. Add m to Q.

3. Output (σ1, . . . , σn).

Definition 3. A distributed signature scheme DSIG is existentially un-
forgeable under an adaptive chosen-message attack, or just secure, if
for all probabilistic polynomial-time adversaries A and all n > 1, there
is a negligible function negl(·) such that

Pr[DSig-ForgeA,DSIG(λ, n) = 1] ≤ negl(λ).

2.5.2 Proactive Security

For the use required by this project we need a distributed signature
scheme which is secure against an adversary that can corrupt up to
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n − 1 parties. However, to fully achieve the desired level of security
we also require that this adversary can switch between which of the
parties it chooses to corrupt. Such an adversary is called mobile and
a scheme secure against this kind of corruption is called proactive.
This is modeled in the way that an adversary can choose to have an
arbitrary subset of [n] corrupted parties at a given point in time, where
it will know all the shares of the private key for this subset. At certain
points in time the servers holding the key shares can choose to execute
a refresh procedure, which first removes corruption by “kicking out”
the adversary. Then all the private key shares are rerandomized in
such a way that they all take new values, but the combination of partial
signatures by the re-randomized keys can still be verified by the same
public key as before. The motivation for this model is that that a server
might be compromised by malware or a corrupt employee which can
be removed by a virus scan or dismissal of the employee.

Based on this security notion we define a proactively secure distributed
signature scheme, PSIG, to consist of the same 5 algorithms as of a
distributed signature scheme, along with the following probabilistic and
interactive algorithm, assumed to be executed simultaneously by all
parties:

PSIG.Refresh(sk i)→ (sk ′i): Given the private key share, sk i, compute a
random sharing (sk ′i) working with the public key vk from the old
shares.

For correctness we now require that the distributed digital signature
scheme is correct regardless of whether private key shares (sk 1, . . . , skn)
were output directly from PSIG.KG(PSIG.Setup(1λ, n)) or through PSIG.
Refresh(sk ′i) (similarly for the values sk ′i). We note that we also allow
the setup algorithm, PSIG.Setup, to optionally take a statistical security
parameters, s, as input besides the computational security parameter
λ. If not given, we simply assume that s = λ.

In regards to security, we define a game PSig-ForgeA,PSIG(λ, n) similarly
to the game DSig-ForgeA,DSIG(λ, n) for a non-proactive scheme. These
two games are the same, except we give the adversary access to one
more oracle, qRef, defined as follows:

Oracle qRef(vk):

1. If I 6= [n] set I := ∅.

2. (sk ′1, . . . , sk
′
n)← PSIG.Refresh(sk 1, . . . , skn)

3. For each i ∈ [n] set sk i := sk i.
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2.6 Distributed Partially-oblivious PRF
Before describing what a distributed partially oblivious PRF is, we must
first describe what exactly we mean by a Pseudorandom Function
(PRF). A PRF function PRF(k , x) → y takes as input a key of λ bits,
an arbitrary message x and outputs a random looking string, y. In re-
gards to security we require that a probabilistic poly-time distinguisher
cannot distinguish between y and a uniformly random sampled string
when y ← PRF(k , x) and k is uniformly random sampled.

With this in mind we note that a distributed partially-oblivious PRF, de-
noted dpOPRF, is a special type of multi-party PRF, where the key k
is shared among n parties (the “distributed” aspect). Furthermore, the
parties holding key shares, denoted k1, . . . , kn, are not allowed to learn
anything about the message x being queried (the “oblivious” aspect).
Finally, besides the actual message it is required that there is some
tag, t (can be considered a prefix of the message), which is known to
the parties holding the key shares. Thus we can express the function
as PRF(K, (t, x)) with K = (k1, . . . , kn) where party i privately holds ki,
the querying third party privately holds x and everyone holds t. The
tag t can take arbitrary values and, jumping ahead, will contain a login
name selected by the querying third party. Concretely this structure
implies that a message x is firstly blinded by the querying third party,
in order to hide its true value from the parties holding the key shares.
Based on this blinded value, and the public tag t, each of the key share
holding parties can perform a partial evaluation of the PRF. Like the
case for signatures, these partial evaluations can be combined to a
blinded output of the PRF. This combined blinded evaluation can be
unblinded using some auxiliary information computed as part of the
blinding process.

With this in mind we can describe a n-distributed partially oblivious
PRF scheme, dpOPRF with the following 5 algorithms:

dpOPRF.Setup(1λ, n)→ pp: A setup algorithm, which generate public
parameters, pp, for n parties for a specific instance, based on the
security parameter λ.

dpOPRF.KG(pp)→ (k1, . . . , kn): A randomized key generation algorithm
which takes as input public parameters, pp, and generates a key
share k1, . . . , kn for each of the n participating parties.

dpOPRF.Blind(x)→ (r, x): A blinding algorithm which allows a user with
PRF input x, to blind it to a value x which is indistinguishable from
random. The algorithm also outputs some value r which can later
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be used to remove the blinding on a value computed from x.

dpOPRF.Eval(ki, t, x)→ yi: The partial PRF evaluation algorithm, which
takes as input a key ki, the blinded input x and a public tag t and
constructs a partial PRF output yi.

dpOPRF.Comb(t, x, r, y1, . . . , yn)→ y: A combining algorithm, which com-
bines the partial PRF output, y1, . . . , yn, evaluated on the blinded
input x and a tag t, and uses r along with the true input, t, x to
remove the blinding and return the PRF output y, when queried
on (t, x).

We note that the algorithms dpOPRF.KG and dpOPRF.Blind are prob-
abilistic whereas the rest of the algorithms are deterministic. We fur-
thermore note that dpOPRF.KG is an interactive algorithm between the
n parties supposed to hold key shares, whereas the rest do not require
any interaction. Furthermore, we do assume that the public parame-
ters pp generated in Setup are implicitly given as argument to all of
the following methods, but exclude it in the description above to avoid
bloating the interface.

For the security we require from such a scheme we can, intuitively,
describe it by the following 3 properties:

Correctness: If all parties taking part in the execution of dpOPRF are
acting honestly, we require that an execution of dpOPRF on some
input (t, x) performs as a correct PRF under some key, k defined
from the key shares k1, . . . , kn.

Partial Blindness: This property says that if the blinding method,
dpOPRF.Blind has been used correctly, then the blinded value x
does not give away any non-negligible information about x and
can thus be shared without breaking obliviousness.

Unpredictability: In case of malicious behavior we require that an
adversary corrupting at most n−1 key shares (e.g., by controlling
n− 1 servers) cannot make a “fake” PRF output. In this case, we
say that the adversary succeeds in constructing a fake value if it
can predict the true output of the underlying PRF on an arbitrarily
chosen message.

We see that correctness covers the PRF requirement of the construc-
tion, partial blindness covers the (partial) oblivious aspect and unpre-
dictability covers the distributed security aspect.

We note that we leave the more formal specification of both the dpOPRF
functionality, along with the its security definition to the paper written
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on the topic as part of the OLYMPUS project [5].

3. Password-Based Distributed Identity Provider
(DIP)

In this section, we provide the details of our generic approach to build
a Distributed Identity Provider (DIP). Essentially, we will provide pro-
tocols for the DIP sub procedures, Distributed Password Verification
(DPV) and Distributed Token Generation/Distributed Signing (DSIG).
To describe the protocols we use generic building blocks wherever
possible. We leave instantiating these building blocks to the upcom-
ing sections.

3.1 A generic DPV scheme
Our DPV scheme consists of two phases:

• Registration Phase: in this initial phase, a user requests to use
the system by providing its username and password, and poten-
tially some credentials as well. The outcome is the user’s account
information that is stored at each of the single IdPs.

• Verification Phase: in this phase, the user provides its user-
name uid and password to the IdPs. The outcome is a bit (”ac-
cept” or ”deny”) at each IdP, indicating whether the user provided
the password that corresponds to uid from the registration phase.

We make generic use of a signature scheme SIG as defined in Sec-
tion 2.4, a distributed signature scheme DSIG (cf. Section 2.5) and a
distributed partially-oblivious PRF dpOPRF (cf. Section 2.6). For sim-
plicity, we assume that all users as well as all IdPs are aware of the
algorithms of all building blocks (in practise, descriptions of these al-
gorithms are supposed to be contained in the public parameters of the
OLYMPUS system).

Registration Phase The registration phase requires the user U to
hold a username uid and a password pw . The IdPs each hold a key
share ki of the dpOPRF. First, the user and the IdPs run the dpOPRF
protocol to let the user learn y = PRF((k1, . . . , kn), (uid , pw)). Note
that the evaluation is oblivious, meaning that the IdPs do not learn pw .
The user then takes the dpOPRF output y and uses it as randomness
for producing a keypair (upk , usk) ← SIG.KG(y). Next, he sends the
verification key upk along with a signature made with th corresponding
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signing key usk to each of the IdPs. The IdPs verify the signature and,
upon success, store (uid , upk) as the user’s login information. They
then send a confirmation message back to the user. The registration
phase is depicted in Figure 2.

We emphasize that the registration phase can only be completed if
all servers contribute to the evaluation of the dpOPRF. Thus, the dis-
tributed nature of the registration phase is guaranteed by the distributed
nature of the underlying dpOPRF building block.

Verification Phase In the verification phase, the user holds creden-
tials uid , pw ′ and the IdPs hold the same ki as in the registration phase,
as well as optional account information (uid , upk) (in case the user-
name uid was already registered). The verification phase is initiated
by the user, who sends a request to login as user uid to the IdPs. Each
IdP Si answers with a fresh nonce ni. The user then evaluates the
dpOPRF on input pw ′, as already described in the registration phase.
Here the IdPs are required to use their key shares ki. From the dpOPRF
output y′ the user then computes the key pair (upk ′, usk ′)← SIG.KG(y′).
He then uses the signing key usk ′ to produce a signature on uid and
all the nonces and sends the signature to the IdPs. The IdPs verify
the signature against upk stored within the account of uid . If verifica-
tion passes, the IdP accepts, else it rejects. The verification phase is
depicted in Figure 3.

3.2 A generic DTG scheme
We propose to use a distributed signature scheme DSIG to build a DTG
scheme in the SSO setting. That is, in the setting where the vIdP is not
asserting the authenticity of any user-specific attributes. We depict the
token generation phase using DSIG in Figure 4. The user is required
to provide his username along with the access request req, while the
IdPs need their key shares sk i for the DSIG scheme. The user picks a
random value r and hashes the request req concatenated with this r
using a hash function H. The user then sends (uid , H(r, req)) to each
IdP, which produces a share of a signature on that message. The
user can combine the shares to obtain a token t, which serves as a
proof that it is the owner of the account of uid and desires to issue the
request req.
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U(uid , pw) Si(ki)

DPV - Registration Phase
(r, x)← dpOPRF.Blind(pw)

Register, uid , x
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

yi ← dpOPRF.Eval(ki, uid , x)

ni ← {0, 1}λ

ni, yi←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

~y ← (y1, . . . , yn)

y ← dpOPRF.Comb(uid , pw , r, ~y)

(upk , usk)← SIG.KG(y)

~n← (n1, . . . , nn)

σ ← SIG.Sign(usk , (uid , ~n))

uid , upk , ~n, σ
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

abort if
SIG.Vfy(upk , σ, (uid , ~n)) = 0

or ni not in ~n
else store (uid , upk)

uid , registered
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Figure 2: Our generic protocol for a Distributed Identity Provider
(DIP), Registration phase of Distributed Password Verification proce-
dure (DPV).
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U(uid , pw ′) Si(ki), (uid , upk)

DPV - Verification Phase
(r′, x′)← dpOPRF.Blind(pw ′)

Login, uid , x′

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

abort if uid not stored

ni ← {0, 1}λ

y′i ← dpOPRF.Eval(ki, uid , x
′)

y′i, ni←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

~y′ ← (y′1, . . . , y
′
n)

y′ ← dpOPRF.Comb(uid , pw ′, r′, ~y′)

(upk ′, usk ′)← SIG.KG(y′)

~n← (n1, . . . , nn)

σ̄ ← SIG.Sign(usk ′, (uid , ~n))

σ̄, ~n
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

reject if
SIG.Vfy(upk , σ̄, (uid , ~n) = 0

or ni not among nonces
else accept

Figure 3: Our generic protocol for a Distributed Identity Provider (DIP),
Distributed Password Verification procedure (DPV), Verification phase.
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U(uid , req) Si(sk i)

DTG - Token Generation

Pick random r ∈ {0, 1}λ

uid , H(r, req)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

if DPV rejected then abort
ti ← DSIG.Sign(sk i, (uid , H(r, req)))

ti
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

t← DSIG.Comb(t1, . . . , tn)

output t

Figure 4: Our generic protocol for a Distributed Identity Provider DIP-
SSO suitable for Single-Sign On applications, Distributed Token Gen-
eration procedure (DTG).

Since the IdPs are supposed to issue a token only if the user suc-
cessfully passed the verification phase of the DPV procedure, it will
be necessary to include session identifiers in all messages of the ver-
ification phase and the DSIG procedure. We further mention that the
corresponding verification key of DSIG needs to be known by every-
body who wants to verify the token t, e.g., the service provider who
created the access request req.

We give a concrete instantiation of DSIG in Section 5.

3.3 Security
Before sketching the security guarantees of a DIP scheme, let us first
introduce several notions required for discussing security properties of
password-based protocols. The set of all possible passwords is called
a dictionary. Since passwords are assumed to be human-memorable,
they have low entropy and thus the dictionary can be efficiently enu-
merated (i.e., it has constant size). If an attacker grabs hold of the
password file stored within an IdP, we call the IdP compromised. While
neither the password file nor the transcript of the protocol are sup-
posed to contain the password in the clear, they necessarily depend
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on it. An attacker can attempt to test whether a specific password was
used to generate the file or transcript. If such an attack is feasible,
the file or transcript is called offline attackable. An attack observing
and/or manipulating a run of a password-based protocol to find out
which password a participant is using is called an online dictionary
attack.

Let us now discuss the security properties of a DIP scheme. A DIP
scheme and its procedures DTG and DPV are supposed to offer strong
security guarantees as long as not all of the IdPs are compromised.

• Resistance to offline dictionary attacks. An attacker compro-
mising up to n− 1 IdPs must not be able to run off-line dictionary
attacks against account information stored at all compromised
IdPs.

• One guess per protocol run. In one run of DPV, the attacker
should be able to test at most one password per participant. Note
that this implies that the transcript of the DPV scheme does not
allow for offline attacks as well.

• Unforgeability of tokens. An attacker compromising up to n− 1
IdPs can not obtain an access token for an honestly generated
account uid unless he knows the password that was used upon
registering uid .

• No direct traceability by IdP to service provider. None of
the IdPs must learn the true request of the user registered with
uid . In particular they must not learn the identity of the service
provider who constructed the request.1

A formal security model for a DIP and a proof that our DIP scheme
presented in this section fulfills all security properties stated above will
appear in [5].

Proactive Security In the distributed setting of the OLYMPUS project,
compromising all IdPs is devastating for the system. However, if an ad-
versary upon compromise only learns a snapshot of the secret state
of the IdP, but does not permanently control it, the security properties
detailed above can still be guaranteed. Such a DIP scheme is called
proactively secure, a term that has already been used in other con-
texts [17, 18]. A general methodology to achieve proactive security

1By direct traceability we mean traceability from the data communicated in the
protocol between the user and the IdP. Thus we exclude the traffic between a user
and the service provider, along with Internet traffic analysis.
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is the introduction of different epochs. Secret states of IdPs are only
meaningful during the epoch in which they were observed. As long as
the adversary does not compromise all IdPs within the same epoch,
the proactively secure DIP still protects the users password and issues
unforgeable tokens.

Making our DIP scheme proactively secure is a future research goal
within the project. The strategy is to let the IdPs update both the DSIG
and dpOPRF key shares in a coordinated fashion. In Section 2.5 we
already describe how to refresh shared keys of an RSA-based DSIG
scheme. As a next step, we have to give a key refresh procedure for
our dpOPRF.

Privacy towards IdPs and service providers A single IdP in the
OLYMPUS system is not capable of impersonating the user or gen-
erating a token. Furthermore, in our DTG scheme described above
even if all the IdPs collude they are not able to learn which request
req a user wants to get authorization for. This is because the user is
asked to pick randomness and have the servers sign a hash digest of
this randomness, concatenated with the request req, instead of asking
for a direct signature on the request. This prevents direct traceability of
the service provider from the IdP. However, this approach also requires
the service provider to be aware that it does not receive a signature di-
rectly on its request. This is undesirable when trying to construct a
solution compatible with standards such as OpenID Connect out of
the box. Furthermore, the fact that a single value uid is used to iden-
tify a given user across all service providers allows linkability between
different request to (possibly) different service providers, which is also
undesirable.

Towards a more privacy-friendly solution, we will investigate how to
exploit blind signatures [22] to make the IdPs oblivious of the access
request as well as how to include pseudonymous authentication that
allows for the use of different pseudonyms towards the individual SPs.

Our DIP-Cred scheme can be seen as a first attempt to realize such
privacy-friendly authentication as it enables the user to generate un-
linkable access tokens from the received credential. Thus, with the
P-ABC inspired solution the IdPs no longer learn the authorization re-
quest of the user – which comes with significant costs and usability
drawbacks inherited from P-ABCs though. Further, our sketched so-
lution in Section 6 does not include pseudonymous authentication to-
wards the SPs yet, as the straightforward integration of pseudonyms
would require the user to reconstruct a long-term secret on her device
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for every login, which would contradict the design goals of the OLYM-
PUS system.

3.4 Account Management
So far, we focused on the main functionality that a DIP needs to pro-
vide, namely authenticating a user and issuing an access token. The
DIP protocol suite can be augmented with more procedures. For OLYM-
PUS, the following is envisioned (with the latter two not relevant for the
pure SSO case).

• Account Deletion. User deletes his account.

• Change of Password. User changes the password of his ac-
count.

• Attribute Management. User updates or deletes attributes from
his account.

• Identity/Attribute Provisioning. IdP imports user’s attributes
from a trusted third party.

None of these procedures requires any cryptography, so we do not
further investigate them within this document. However, we do note
here that for all procedures in the DIP protocol suite that are initiated
by a user and that manipulate sensitive information such as account
data or user credentials, it is required that the user first passes the
DPV procedure (the only exception to this being the DPV procedure
itself).

4. Distributed Partially-Oblivious PRF (dpOPRF)

Based on the definition of a dpOPRF from Section 2.6 we describe
how to realize this function assuming the existence of random oracles
and that a certain Bilinear Diffie-Hellman-like problem is hard.

In the following we will use Si for i ∈ [n] to denote the identity of the
party, or server, supposed to hold key share ki.

dpOPRF.Setup(1λ, n)→ pp:
Sample a pairing group (p,G, G̃,GT , e) where p ≥ 2|λ| and de-
fine random oracles H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G, H2 : {0, 1}∗ → G̃, H3 :
{0, 1}∗ → GT and HO : GT → {0, 1}λ.
Let pp = (p,G, G̃,GT , e,H1, H2, H3, HO, n).

dpOPRF.KG(pp)→ (k1, . . . , kn):
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1. For i ∈ [n] sample uniformly random values sk i ∈R Zp.

2. For i, j ∈ [n] and i < j sample uniformly random values
si,j ∈R {0, 1}λ.

3. Set ki =
(
sk i, {si,j}j∈[n]\{i}

)
.

dpOPRF.Blind(x)→ (r, x):
Sample r ∈R Zp and compute x← H1(x)r.

dpOPRF.Eval(ki, t, x)→ yi:

1. Let ssid be a unique ID for this function call.

2. Let ∆i,j = 1 if i > j and ∆i,j = −1 otherwise.

3. Compute the following:

ti ← H2(t)ki , ỹi ← e(x, ti) , bi ←
∏

j∈[n]\{i}

H3(ssid, si,j)
∆i,j

4. Let yi ← ỹi · bi.

dpOPRF.Comb(t, x, r, y1, . . . , yn)→ y:

Let y ←
(∏

i∈[n] yi

)1/r

and then compute y ← HO(t, x, y).

The idea of the scheme is first to hide the secret part of the input, x.
This is done by using exponentiation with a random element, r, on a
value determined from x. The servers must then apply their individual
keys on the blinded value, x in a homomorphic manner. This would be
easy to achieve by simply computing xki. However, this would prevent
us from including the public tag t in a way that would not be trivial to
remove later on. For this reason we use a bilinear map in order to
combine both x and t with the shared key ki in such a way that t can-
not be changed after-the-fact (as this would break the unpredictability
requirement of the scheme). The multiplicative blinding of bi is used
to ensure that each query consists of unique, internal values, despite
being a repeat. However, during the multiplicative combination of the
partial evaluations, yi this blinding, bi cancels out, and it is possible to
remove the blinding of x using the inverse of r in the exponent.

We note that this construction takes heavy inspiration of the partial
OPRF construction from the work Pythia [29], but generalized to the
distributed setting and more lightweight as it forgoes the need of an
HMAC and a zero-knowledge proof.
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5. Distributed Standard Signatures

5.1 Concrete Distributed Signing
In the following we describe how to achieve proactively secure versions
of standard digital signature schemes. We will assume that keys are
generated by a trusted third party, once during setup. However, in
Section 5.2 we will discuss how to remove such a trusted third party
and instead use a secure protocol for the distributed key generation, at
the price of complexity and time.

5.1.1 RSA

We start by discussing how to implement distributed and proactively
secure RSA signatures. We note that much literature has considered
distributed signing based on RSA (without proactive security) [12, 31,
2, 25, 26, 37, 32]. All these focus on allowing key generation to be
executed without a trusted third party. However, some works [42, 36]
consider how to achieve proactive security, assuming a trusted dealer.
Still, common for all of these works is that they consider a general
t-out-of-n setting (some with restrictions on n or the ratio between t
and n), whereas we are looking at the more specific n-out-of-n setting.
Thus we present a simple scheme below which is based on boiler plate
techniques. The idea of the scheme is simply to construct additive
shares of the private key in a domain s bits larger than its true possible
value, in order to ensure statistical indistinguishability of shares. The
scheme facilitates the refreshing method by constructing and distribut-
ing new additive random shares of each of the old ones.

PSIG.Setup(1λ, 1s, n)→ pp: Let pp = (1λ, 1s, n, e,H) where e is an
arbitrary prime and H is a hash function mapping an arbitrary
string into λ bits.

PSIG.KG(pp)→ (vk , sk 1, . . . , skn):

• Pick random primes p, q of λ/2 bits.

• Let N = p · q.

• Compute d = e−1 mod (p− 1) · (q − 1).

• Pick random values di from [−2λ+s, 2λ+s] for i ∈ [n − 1] and
set dn = d−

∑
i∈[n−1] di.

• Let vk = (N, e, n) and sk i = (N, di) for i ∈ [n].

PSIG.Sign(sk i,m)→ σi:
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• Parse (N, di)← sk i.

• Let c← H(m) and compute σi = cdi mod N .

PSIG.Comb(σ1, . . . , σn)→ σ:

• Compute σ ←
∏

i∈[n] σi.

PSIG.Vfy(vk ,m, σ)→ {0, 1}:

• Parse (N, e)← vk .

• Compute c = σe mod N .

• If H(m) = c return 1, otherwise return 0.

PSIG.Refresh(sk i)→ (sk ′i):

• Pick ai,j ∈R [−2λ+s, 2λ+s] for j ∈ [n]\{i}.

• Send ai,j to the party holding sk j for each j ∈ [n]\{i}. Like-
wise receive aj,i for each j ∈ [n]\{i}.

• Let d′i ← di +
∑

j∈[n]\{i} (aj,i − ai,j).

• Set sk ′i ← (N, d′i).

In the description above we assumed for simplicity the use of textbook
key generation and signing, whereas we note that for actual deploy-
ment a secure standard algorithm for signatures should be used. For
example RSA PSS or (less desirable) RSA PKCS#1 v. 1.5 [49]. Fur-
thermore, we also note that certain checks should be done to ensure
that the generated keys do not contain weaknesses, e.g. that the pri-
vate key d > N1/4 to prevent Wiener’s attack [54], that the public ex-
ponent e is relatively large, e.g. 65, 537, to prevent Bleichenbacher’s
attack in case of a faulty signature verification at a relying party [44].
Finally we note that it is recommended to also ensure that the primes
generated, p and q are strong primes.

5.1.2 DSA

It is also possible to construct a distributed signature scheme based
on (EC)DSA, although signing is not as trivial as the case for RSA (on
the other hand distributed key generation is easier as we will discuss
in Section 5.2). In particular, contrary to RSA, it is much harder to
achieve security in the full threshold setting for (EC)DSA. The main
challenge in constructing distributed (EC)DSA signatures is that both
the private key and a nonce must be kept secret for all parties. The
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result of this is that many protocols must employ MPC in the sign-
ing process. Because of this added complexity it also becomes even
harder to achieve proactive security. For these reasons we have cho-
sen to focus on RSA. However, we mention that solutions to distributed
(EC)DSA can for example be found in the works by Doener et al. [27]
and Lindell and Nof [46].

5.2 Distributed Key Generation
Above we assumed that a trusted third party generated the keys for a
proactively secure distributed signature scheme. However, this presents
a single point of failure which is what we try to avoid, even though this
potential failure point only occurs at a single, short moment in time.

The main problem in generated shared private RSA keys is the alge-
bra involved in the private RSA key. Specifically, in order to compute
the private key one must first find random, large primes. This is not
an easy feat to do in a distributed manner because of the relatively
sparse distribution of prime numbers. In particular one must simply
sample random odd numbers and in a secure and distributed manner
try to run primality tests on these candidates. This is incredibly show
using standard MPC approaches, thus novel protocols have been con-
structed to achieve this goal. For the two-party and malicious case
the most efficient protocol is by Frederiksen et al. [32]. In the multi-
party case the most efficient published protocol is due to Algesheimer
et al. [2].

Alternative RSA key generation We note that the above mentioned
protocols only considers generation of “standard” RSA keys in the
sense that they are products of two large primes. If one is willing to
accept a larger modulus generated by more than two primes, a very
efficient protocol exist for the malicious two-party case [26]. This pro-
tocol has in fact been used in practice [14]. Although the public key in
such a setting “look” like a normal RSA key and the standard signa-
ture verification procedure can be used, the public key (modulus) now
has to be longer in order to achieve the same security level as a two-
prime-product modulus. Furthermore, even though it can be shown
that there is no weaknesses directly making it asymptotically easier to
break RSA when it is a product of multiple primes instead of two, there
is still the risk of potential, unknown, constant optimizations of future
attacks along with issues if enough precautions in the key generation
have not been taken [38].
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6. Distributed Credential Issuance

In this section we sketch how to obtain a DTG scheme in a privacy-
preserving manner using privacy-preserving attribute-based creden-
tials (P-ABCs). The idea of P-ABCs was originally proposed by Chaum
[24, 23], and several efficient realizations exist to date. The most
prominent examples are the strong-RSA based and pairing-based
schemes by Camenisch and Lysyanskaya (CL) [19, 20], the pairing-
based schemes by Boneh et al (BBS) [10], and Pointcheval and
Sanders (PS) [50].

It suffices to know that P-ABC solutions rely on an issuer’s signature
on a set of user attributes – the credential. From the credential the
user can derive so-called presentation tokens that selectively disclose
a sub-list of her attributes. Given the revealed attributes, a verifier is
guaranteed that a valid token was computed with a credential obtained
from the issuer for a super-list of those attributes. Importantly, the
token reveals no more information about the user than what can be
inferred from the revealed attributes. For a more detailed overview of
the functionality and properties of P-ABCs we refer to [9].

Originally, P-ABCs rely on a single issuer that provides users with their
attributes, and thus poses a single point of failure. To remedy this
threat, the role of the issuer must be distributed. Recent works have
shown how this can be achieved for pairing-based CL and BBS cre-
dentials [53, 34] while preserving the format of the resulting credential,
which means that the user’s derivation of presentation tokens is not
impacted by this distributed issuance.

Integration into Olympus The straightforward approach to integrate
P-ABCs into our Olympus solution is to replace the standard distributed
signatures (as described in the previous section) with a distributed is-
suance protocol of a P-ABC credential. That is, the user no longer
receives signature shares of the final SSO token from the IdPs, but
rather shares of a credential containing all her user attributes. We then
leverage the power of P-ABCs to let the user derive the final SSO token
as a P-ABC presentation token from the freshly received credential, in-
heriting the unlinkability and minimal disclosure features from P-ABCs.

A crucial design goal of Olympus is to avoid any trust assumptions
for the clients’ devices. Thus, we must ensure that a corruption of
the user’s device does not result in a permanent compromise of all
her user accounts. This can be realized by making the user creden-
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tial short-lived only. More precisely, an additional epoch attribute gets
introduced into every credential that must always be revealed in a pre-
sentation token and the service provider checks that the epoch is still
valid.

PS-based Credentials Using the privacy-enhancing signatures by
Pointcheval and Sanders leads to the most efficient realization for P-
ABCs. However, so far no distributed version for these PS signatures
was known. In this work we show how distributed issuance of PS
signatures can be realized, using a new multi-signature variant of PS
signatures which allows n signers to jointly compute a short signature
on the same message. Our construction preserves the important prop-
erty of allowing for efficient proofs of knowledge of PS multi-signatures,
which immediately lends itself to a P-ABC scheme.

6.1 Pointcheval–Sanders Multi Signatures
We start by re-calling the standard PS signatures and then describe
how the role of the issuer can be distributed to N parties.

Standard PS Signatures Pointcheval and Sanders [51] proposed an
efficient signature scheme that allows to sign multiple message blocks
m1, . . . ,mk at once and also to efficiently prove knowledge of signa-
tures in zero-knowledge proofs.

Given a type-3 pairing-group generator G and a security parameter
λ ∈ N, the PS multi-message signature scheme in a pairing-group
Γ =

(
p,G, G̃,GT , e

)
← G(1λ) consists of

PS.Setup(1λ,Γ, k)→ pp : generate g̃ ∈ G̃∗. Return pp ← (Γ, g̃, k).

PS.KG(pp)→ (vk , sk) : generate x, y1, . . . , yk+1 ∈R Zp, compute X̃ ←
g̃x, Ỹj ← g̃yj for j ∈ [k+1], and set and return vk ← (g̃, X̃ , Ỹ1, . . . ,
Ỹk+1) and sk ← (x, y1, . . . , yk+1).

PS.Sign
(
sk , (m1, . . . ,mk)

)
→ σ : choose h ∈R G∗, m ′ ∈R Zp and return

σ ←
(
m ′, h, hx+

∑k
j=1 yjmj+yk+1m

′
)

.

PS.Vfy
(
vk , (m1, . . . ,mk), σ

)
→ b : parse σ as (m ′, σ1, σ2), verify that σ1 6=

1G and that e
(
σ1, X̃

∏k
j=1 Ỹ

mj

j Ỹ m ′

k+1

)
= e(σ2, g̃). If so, return 1, oth-

erwise return 0.

Pointcheval and Sanders proved this scheme to be existential unforge-
able under the q-MDSH-1 assumption [51].
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In the random oracle model, the scheme remains secure under the
same assumption if m ′ is computed as H(m1, . . . ,mk) [51, Corollary
12]. Noticing that the verification algorithm does not verify any prop-
erty on m ′, and in particular that m ′ = H(m1, . . . ,mk), the scheme still
allows for efficient zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge if m ′ is com-
puted as such.

6.1.1 PS Multi-Signatures with Key Aggregation

A multi-signature scheme [48] allows a number N ≥ 1 of signers to
jointly compute a short signature on the same message. Given the
public verification keys of the N signers, one can verify that all N sign-
ers signed the message.

Syntax Formally, for an integer N > 0, an N -signature scheme MS
(with key aggregation) consists of the following algorithms:

MS.Setup(1λ, N, aux )→ pp : returns public parameters on the input of
a security parameter, a number of signers and an auxiliary input.

MS.KG(pp)→ (vk , sk) : returns a pair of verification–signing keys on
the input of public parameters.

MS.KAggreg(vk 1, . . . , vkN)→ avk : aggregates the verification keys of
N signers and returns a short aggregated key avk that can be
used to verify aggregated signatures.

MS.Sign(sk ,m)→ σ : a signing algorithm which takes as an input a
signing key sk and a message m. It returns a signature σ.

MS.Comb((vk i)
N
i=1,m, (σi)

N
i=1)→ σ : an algorithm that aggregates the

signatures on a single message m computed by N signers and
returns a short aggregated signature σ.

MS.Vfy(avk ,m, σ)→ b ∈ {0, 1} on the input of an aggregated verifica-
tion key, a message and an aggregated signature, returns a bit
indicating whether the signature is valid w.r.t. the aggregated ver-
ification key.

For a secure multi-signature scheme, up to a negligible probability, a
signature can be valid only if all signers have signed the message.

Comparison with Distributed Signatures Multi-signatures can be
seen as a particular type of distributed signatures that allows for a more
flexible key generation. Whereas a DSIG scheme generates a fixed
set of signing keys at the beginning – often done through a trusted
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dealer – MS allow all signers to generate their independent signing key
pairs and derive a joint aggregated verification key for any subset of
signers. In fact, one can simply realize the key generation DSIG.KG
via a combination of MS.KG and MS.KAggreg for a fixed set of signers.
The other algorithms of MS and DSIG are essentially the same with the
minor difference that MS.Comb for computing the combined signature
also requires the individual public keys and message as it verifies the
validity of the individual shares first.

Security Model The security of an N -signature scheme [6] MS is de-
fined via a security game between an adversary A and a challenger.
At the beginning of the game, the challenger generates parameters
pp ← MS.Setup(1λ, N, aux ) and sends them to A. The adversary then
sends a target honest-signer identity i∗ to the challenger who proceeds
by generating keys (vk i∗ , sk i∗) ← MS.KG(pp) and sending vk i∗ to A.
The adversary A is now allowed to issue signing queries on arbitrary
messages m. To answer such a query, the challenger computes and
sends σi∗ ← MS.Sign

(
sk i∗ ,m

)
to A. After the query phase, A out-

puts a set of verification keys K such that vk i∗ ∈ K, a message m for
which no signing query has been made and a signature σ. He wins
the game if and only if MS.Vfy(MS.KAggreg(K),m, σ) = 1. A multi-
signature scheme is existentially unforgeable under chosen-message
attacks (or EUF-CMA secure) if no efficient adversary can win this se-
curity game with a non-negligible probability.

A weak unforgeability version can also be defined via a variant of the
previous game in which A outputs, along with index i∗ (so before get-
ting key vk i∗), a list of messages that the challenger signs with key sk i∗
and sends back the results with vk i∗. The adversary cannot make sign-
ing queries afterwards. Scheme MS is weakly existentially unforgeable
(or EUF-wCMA secure) if no efficient adversaryA has a non-negligible
probability of winning this variant of the security game.

Construction We now present a multi-signature scheme based on
the CT–RSA’18 version of the Pointcheval–Sanders signature scheme
[51], and show that it allows for efficient proofs of knowledge of multi-
signatures.

The PS signature scheme can be turned into a multi-signature scheme
by having each signer generate her pair of keys separately. However,
to produce a signature for a given message, the signers need to agree
on a common base h and a common extra-message m ′. They can
do so by hashing the message to be signed with a random oracle
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H0 : Zkp → Zp × G∗ to obtain these. Moreover, to securely aggre-
gate keys, as for BLS multi-signatures [11], another random oracle
H1 : G̃2N → ΘN ⊆ ZNp (with 1/|Θ| negligible in λ) is introduced.

Given a type-3 pairing-group generator G and a security parameter
λ ∈ N, the multi-signature scheme PS-MS in a pairing group Γ =(
p,G, G̃,GT , e

)
← G(1λ), consists of the following algorithms:

PS-MS.Setup(1λ, N, k,Γ)→ pp : generate g ∈R G∗, g̃ ∈R G̃∗ and return
pp ← (Γ, g, g̃, N, k). Integer N is the number of signers, and k is
the number of messages to be signed.

PS-MS.KG(pp)→ (vk , sk) : generate x, y1, . . . , yk+1 ∈R Z∗p, compute X̃ ←
g̃x, Ỹj ← g̃yj for j ∈ [k + 1], and set vk ← (X̃ , Ỹ1, . . . , Ỹk+1),
sk ← (x, y1, . . . , yk+1). Return (vk , sk).

PS-MS.KAggreg
(
vk 1, . . . , vkN

)
→ avk : compute (t1, . . . , tN) ← H1(vk 1,

. . . , vkN) and return avk ←
∏N

i=1 vk
ti
i .

PS-MS.Sign
(
sk , ~m = (m1, . . . ,mk)

)
→ σ : compute (m ′, h) ← H0(~m) ∈

Zp ×G∗ and return σ ←
(
m ′, h, hx+

∑k
j=1 yjmj+yk+1m

′
)

.

PS-MS.Comb((vk i)
N
i=1, ~m, (σi)

N
i=1)→ σ : parse σi as (m ′i, σi,1, σi,2) for i ∈

[N ]. If m ′1 = · · · = m ′N and σ1,1 = · · · = σN,1, compute

(t1, . . . , tN)← H1(vk 1, . . . , vkN), and

σ2 ←
N∏
i=1

σtii,2 = σ
ξ+

∑k
j=1 ujmj+uk+1m

′
1

1,1 ,

with ξ =
∑N

i=1 xiti and uj =
∑N

i=1 yi,jti for j = 1, . . . k + 1, and
return σ ←

(
m ′1, σ1,1, σ2

)
. Else return ⊥.

PS-MS.Vfy
(
avk , ~m = (m1, . . . ,mk), σ

)
→ b : parse σ as (m ′, σ1, σ2). If

σ1 6= 1G1 and e
(
σ1, X̃

∏k
i=1 Ỹ

mi
i Ỹ m ′

k+1

)
= e(σ2, g̃), then return 1,

else return 0.

Theorem 1. In the random oracle model, denoting by qH0 the maxi-
mum amount of random oracle queries to H0, the PS-MS scheme in
a pairing group generated by G is EUF-CMA under the qH0-MSDH-1
assumption over G.

The proof of the above theorem is done in two steps similar to the proof
[51, Section 5] of the existential unforgeability under CMA of the mod-
ified PS multi-message signature scheme. First, the original single-
message multi-signature scheme is proved to be EUF-wCMA secure
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under the qH0-MSDH-1 assumption, then the existential unforgeability
of the modified multi-message multi-signature scheme under adaptive
CMAs is reduced to the weak existential unforgeability of the origi-
nal single-message multi-signature scheme (noticing that each signing
query implies an H0 query). The detailed proof is given in [16].

6.1.2 PS-based Distributed Credential System.

In order to turn PS-multi signatures into a P-ABC scheme we first ob-
serve that they still allow for efficient proofs of knowledge of signatures
– just as their standard PS variants – and then sketch how this can be
used in the P-ABC context.

Proving Knowledge of PS Multi-Signatures. PS multi-signatures
allow to efficiently prove knowledge of multi-signatures as the group
elements of the signatures can be re-randomized and the verification
of a signature does not require to check any hash relation between the
extra Zp element m ′ and the signed message. Given an aggregated
key avk as above, to prove knowledge of (~m, σ = (m ′, σ1, σ2)) such that
e
(
σ1, X̃

∏k
i=1 Ỹ

mi
i Ỹ m ′

k+1

)
= e(σ2, g̃),

• the prover parses σ as (m ′, σ1, σ2), generates r, t ←$ Z∗p, com-
putes (σ′1, σ

′
2) ← (σr1, (σ2σ

t
1)r) and sends the latter couple to the

verifier

• the verifier checks that σ′1 6= 1G1, and if so, the prover and the ver-
ifier engage in a Schnorr zero-knowledge proof of knowledge [52]

of (~m,m ′, t) such that
∏k

i=1 e
(
σ′1, Ỹi

)mi

e
(
σ′1, Ỹk+1

)m ′
e(σ′1, g̃)t =

e(σ′2, g̃)e(σ′1, X̃ )−1. Indeed, it holds that

(~m,m ′, t) 7→
k∏
i=1

e
(
σ′1, Ỹi

)mi

e
(
σ′1, Ỹk+1

)m ′
e(σ′1, g̃)t

is a group homomorphism from Zk+2
p to GT .

It is a proof of knowledge since the Schnorr proof is, and it is zero-
knowledge as σ′1 and σ′2 can be simulated by generating random values
and as the Schnorr proof is zero-knowledge. Moreover, since the pro-
tocol is public-coin, it can be turned into a non-interactive proof-system
in the random oracle model [7] using the Fiat–Shamir heuristic [30].

This non-interactive version can be turned into a signature of knowl-
edge [21] on a message m by including m to the hash computation.
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PS-based P-ABCs. The preserved capability of creating efficient
proofs of knowledge of PS-signatures immediately lends itself to a
(basic) P-ABC scheme as sketched in [50]. Adapted to our setting with
short-lived credentials and distributed issuance via PS multi-signatures
the approach is as follows.

Key Generation The N issuers generate their keys (sk i, vk i) via
PS-MS.KG using the public parameters generated via PS-MS.Setup.
Recall that PS-MS.Setup expects a value k denoting the number
of messages. Here k will be k′ + 1 where k′ denotes the number
of user attributes that will be encoded in the credential, and the
extra message will be used to include the validity epoch epoch.
The aggregated public key of the distributed issuers 1, . . . , N is
formed as avk ← PS-MS.KAggreg

(
vk 1, . . . , vkN

)
.

Issuance To issue a credential for a user uid with a list of attributes
A = a1, . . . , ak′ with aj ∈ Zp, valid for a short time epoch, the
N issuers run σi ← PS-MS.Sign(sk i, (A, epoch)) and return their
signature shares to the user. The user combines the shares via
PS-MS.Comb and uses the resulting multi-signature as her cre-
dential cred .

Note that in case a user has less than k′ attributes, the missing
ones can always be set to a dummy value in Zp, e.g., 0.

Presentation To compute a presentation token for a message m, the
user computes a signature of knowledge on m of a PS multi-
signature cred from all issuers on the revealed attributes and the
epoch.

More precisely, Present(avk , cred ,A, epoch,R ⊆ [k′],m) → tok
works as follows:

• Parse cred as (a′, σ1, σ2) (where a′ is derived as (a′, h)← H0(A,
epoch)).

• Generate r, t ∈R Z∗p, compute (σ′1, σ
′
2)← (σr1, (σ2σ

t
1)r)

• Compute the following proof of knowledge for hidden attributes
A[k′]\R, and hidden t and a′:

π ← NIZK.Prove{(A[k′]\R, t, a
′) :

PS-MS.Vfy(avk , (A, epoch, t), (a′, σ′1, σ
′
2)) = 1}(m).

That is, compute, with H2 as random oracle, a Schnorr signa-
ture of knowledge π = (c, (vaj)j∈[k′]\R, vt, va′) ∈ Z3+k′−|R|

p on m
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of (A[k′]\R, t, a
′) such that∏

j∈[k′]\R

e(σ′1, Ỹj)
aje(σ′1, g̃)te(σ′1, Ỹk′+1)a

′
= e(σ′2, g̃)e(σ′1, X̃ )−1

∏
j∈R

e(σ′1, Ỹj)
−aje(σ′1, Ỹepoch)−epoch .

Note that c = H2(avk , σ′1, σ
′
2,
∏

j∈[k′]\R TajTtTa′) where Taj ←
e
(
σ′1

vaj +caj , Ỹj

)
for j ∈ [k′] \ R, Tt ← e

(
σ′1

vt+ct, g̃
)

and Ta′ ←

e
(
σ′1

va′+ca
′
, Ỹk′+1

)
. Return tok ← (σ′1, σ

′
2, π).

Verification Verifying a token tok on a messagem, revealed attributes
AR and epoch epoch, consists in verifying the signature of knowl-
edge on m for avk , and checking that epoch has not expired yet.
That is, accept if

c = H2

avk , σ′1, σ
′
2,
∏

j∈[k′]\R

e(σ′1
vaj , Ỹj)e(σ

′
1
vt , g̃)e(σ′1

va′ , Ỹk′+1)

e(σ′2
c
, g̃)e(σ′1

−c
, X̃ )

∏
j∈R

e(σ′1
−caj , Ỹj)e(σ

′
1
−cepoch

, Ỹepoch)

)

and reject otherwise.

Difference to Standard P-ABCs Recall that in the Olympus context,
users are only expected to remember their username and a password
to authenticate to the IdPs. Thus, differently to standalone P-ABCs the
issuance in our sketched solution does not rely on long-term user keys.
Instead we assume that the user has already successfully authenti-
cated as uid to all issuers (using our DPV protocol) and the issuers
simply retrieve the stored attributes A = a1, . . . , ak′ for uid and jointly
sign them. A consequence of this lack of a permanent user key is that
our P-ABC system does neither provide key-binding of credentials nor
user pseudonyms.

Efficiency The tokens of our construction consist of 2 G elements
and 3+h exponents where h = k′−|R| is the number of non-disclosed
(i.e., hidden) attributes. With a Cocks-Pinch pairing curve [35] defined
over a field of order 2663 and with embedding degree 5, group elements
in G and G̃ respectively take 83 Bytes and 415 Bytes for a group of
256-bit order. Note that this curves provides a 128-bit security level.
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Our tokens are then 262 + 32h Bytes long. The hash value in the proof
of knowledgecan actually be shortened to second-preimage resistant
length, further shortening a token to 246 + 32h Bytes.

Considering only group operations, computing a token costs h + 4 ex-
ponentiations in G and the product of h + 2 pairing values. Verifying a
token costs k′+5 exponentiations in G and the product of k′+5 pairing
values (recall that the PS signature is on k′ attribute and an epoch).

Comparison with other Schemes Table 1 gives a comparison of
our credential system with other prevalent pairing-based systems in
terms of token size, and the cost to compute and verify them. We did
not give a comparison in terms of communication cost during issuance.
The reason is that the other schemes require users to store their at-
tributes and then request the blind issuance of a credential for them,
whereas in the Olympus context, users must only recall their username
and password, and the issuers are privy of the user attributes. The
commmunication cost of their protocols is naturally larger than ours,
but the comparison is not sensible since the models are different.

The “Coconut” scheme [53] of Sonnino et al. supports blind threshold
issuance (i.e., any quorum of a fixed numer of issuers can compute a
credential) and selective disclosure of user attributes. Their techniques
to distriubte issuance are similar to ours, especially the use of a hash
function to have all issuers agree on a common base h. However, their
size of their tokens are larger than ours and they use the CT-RSA16
version of the PS signature scheme of which the security relies on an
interactive assumption.

The original BBS+ and CL credential systems only feature a single
issuer. However, Gennaro, Goldfeder and Ithurburn recently proposed
extensions of the BBS [10] and CL [20] group-signature schemes that
support threshold issuance. The very same ideas can be applied to
distribute the issuance of credentials in the CL and BBS+ systems.
The BBS+ and CL systems are therefore still relevant in the context of
distributed credentials.

7. Conclusion

In this document, the cryptographic building blocks of the OLYMPUS
system are described. The proposed protocols for distributed pass-
word verification and distributed token generation are sufficient to achieve
the envisioned functionality of the OLYMPUS system, namely user-
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Scheme Presentation Verification Token Size

Sect. 6.1.2 (h+ 4)G + 1P h+2 (k′ + 5)G + 1P k′+5 2G + (h+ 3)Zp

CL [20] (2k′ + h+ 6)G (k′ + 3)G
(2k′ + 5)G + (h+ 2)Zp+1P h+1 +(2k′ + 3)P 2 + 1P k′+3

BBS+ [3] 1G + 2G2 + 1Gk′+4

1G3 + 1Gk′+4 + 1P 2 3G + (h+ 5)Zp+1Gh+2

Coconut [53] 4G + 1G̃k′+3 + 1G̃h+1 1G + 1G2 + 1G̃k′+4 + 1P 2 3G + 1G̃ + (h+ 2)Zp

Table 1: Comparison of our credential system with other schemes in
terms of token size, and the cost to compute and verify them. For the
presentation and verifications costs, Gl denotes an l-exponentiation in
G, and similarly for G̃ and GT . As for P , it denotes the number of pair-
ing computations required, and P l stands for the product of l pairing
values, which is more efficient than computing l pairings separately.
The computational costs for the BBS+ scheme are derived from the
proof of knowledge of a BBS+ signature due to Camenisch et al. [15].

friendly Single-Sign-On and privacy-friendly token issuance. With the
proposed methods, the OLYMPUS system’s security is based on hon-
esty of one out of many servers, thus avoiding the single point of failure
that constitutes the identity provider in classical identity management
or SSO schemes.
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